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Like us on Facebook-Temple Judea of Laguna Hills

UPCOMING EVENTS
TIME TO RE-CONNECT
High Holy Days with Those Who Care
Time to re-connect to our Jewish Community
Renew your membership so as
to help our shul continue to serve you.

STAY SAFE & HEALTHY!

Join us 7:30 pm Erev Shabbat/Friday
10 am Shabbat/Saturday
Virtually via on-line ZOOM
We want to see & hear each other!

No computer? - call in by phone!

Temple Judea is a full-service synagogue
offering YOU the opportunity to connect
with your heritage, have fun,
be part of a caring community
and enjoy a feeling of belonging.

VIRTUAL CHECK-IN &
SHMOOZE with Rabbi Dennis

For 2020/5781 & beyond ~ Just do it!

Join us for an break in your day
Share reflections with Rabbi Dennis

VIRTUAL via ZOOM after services

Rosh Hashanah 5781
Sephardic Seder

Shabbat, September 19, 2020
Seder Plate items:

Dates, Pomegranate, Pumpkin, Beets/Chard, Leek
Fish, Apples and Honey

$12 via contactless pickup at Temple
10 am - 2 pm Thursday Sept 17
Reservations close Friday, September 11

11 AM WEDNESDAYS - July 2020

Virtually via on-line ZOOM
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
I don’t know abut you, but I never heard of Zoom before this
Covid-19 pandemic. Having been long retired and not being
in business, it was something new and unfamiliar to me. Well,
not anymore! If I may say so, Zoom has been a Godsend in
our current times. Zoom has enabled us to keep some
semblance of normalcy and connection.
I have been to Zoom birthday parties, meetings, services,
Minyans and Shiva Minyans, lectures, tours, and classes. If I
wanted, I could be on some Zoom program from early in the
morning until the evening with all the opportunities available.
I have attended some very interesting programs that would not
have been available to me before this. On a personal note,
having a Shiva Minyan via Zoom allowed family and friends
from all over the country as well as here in California to be
with me when during a traditional shiva they would have been
too far away to be included. Zoom allowed us to be together.
So…my question to you is, are you taking advantage of this?
Rabbi Dennis each week, through his daily emails, provides us
with so many options and choices to enrich our daily lives, to
learn something new, to participate in discussions, to watch
different videos (some educational, some just for
entertainment). He provides information to help us cope with
the repercussions of this current situation. Please make sure to
read each email from beginning to end to see all the
possibilities. If you are looking for or need something to fill
your days, try some of these suggestions.
Of course, do not forget that all our religious services are
available to you via Zoom. It is as easy as one click on an
email link to join our Friday night (7:30 om) or Saturday
morning (10:00 am) Shabbat services. If you do not have
internet, you can connect through a phone call. You will not
only have the opportunity to participate in our service but you
will be able to see and talk with your Temple friends. It is a
wonderful way to stay connected to your Temple Judea family.
Our services will be available only through Zoom for the
foreseeable future including all our High Holy Day services.
If you haven’t tried our Zoom service yet, please do so. We
think you’ll like it. If you need any help with Zoom, please
call the Rabbi or the office. We want you to be connected.
Of course, we all wish we could be together in person, but to
keep each of us safe and healthy we are doing the next best
thing, being together via Zoom. Please join us. We want to
see you. We wish you good health. Take care.

Arnold Miller & Sandy Shapiro
Co-Presidents
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THOUGHTS FROM OUR RABBI
After six months of sheltering in place, I
thought sharing the words of a prayer from
our healing service on Tisha B’Av would be
a chance to realize all the ways each of us
needs healing at this time.
Teach us to count our days rightly, that we
may obtain a wise heart.
The psalmist is requesting the blessing of
being able to see life in frames of 24 hours, to be able to “count
each day rightly.” We all know that even when we are feeling
dejected about the brevity and toil of life, we can still see
individual days as possessing genuinely meaningful potential.
On any given day, we can surprise another person with a
gesture of friendship. On any given day we can choose to
engage a problem that on previous days we had simply chosen
to ignore. On any given day, we can finally locate a sort of
compassion, patience, or tolerance that we had never succeeded
in locating before. The fact is, any of the fulfilling things that
we do in life stem from a decision we made on one given day.
A day when we let the sometimes painful and futile-seeming
nature of existence be superseded by the recognition of the
genuine potential of the day we’re in. The capacity to do this,
this kindness that God bestows, is the blessing upon which the
psalmist hangs hope — and even the possibility of joy.
Satisfy us at daybreak with Your steadfast love that we may sing
for joy all our days. Give us joy for long as You have afflicted
us, for the years we have suffered misfortune.
Mother/Father God, God of the broken-hearted, God of the
strong and the weak, God of the angry and the grieving: I
stand before You today in pain, in doubt, in fear. Many
blessings have you taken from me; I hesitate even to call out to
You and yet I must, with every breath, try to speak Your praise,
try to be mindful of being alive. O God, thank You for the gift
of this breath. Hallelujah.
I awake in pain, misery, and utter confusion; but still I awake.
My life is sacred. My life has purpose and my soul houses holy
spirit. I pray for healing and to heal others. I gratefully
acknowledge today with its infinite possibilities and
opportunities.
Thank you, God, for allowing me to imagine You, to see You,
again today. Blessed are You, Source of all creation, who
sustains me this day.
Please, God, You are the One who heals people, Rofeh Cholim
(Healer of the sick); please heal me, too. Give direction to the
doctor. Give direction to me. Let me know what I can do to get
better. Give me support and strength to do whatever I need to
do to heal. I will be able to do Your mitzvot more fully and lead
a complete life.
Blessed be God, who holds me to Her breast when I am broken
and cradles me when my body and spirit ache.
Thank you God for giving me all the special, precious things in
my life. Please grant me my health and my strength so I can
continue to praise You and walk in Your footsteps.
Spirit of the Universe, Breath of Life in all forms, with
thankfulness I am in Your presence, and You are in me, this
body that is failing yet still lives. With you I greet this new day
in praise for the wondrousness of all life.
The earth is here and I, yes, I am.
Dear God, heal my spirit, salve my pain, help to make me
whole again. And let us say, Amen
adapted from ritualwell.org
B’vrachot, blessings, Rabbi Dennis
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SCHOOL NEWS
Our Hebrew School students are the greatest! — They are
learning prayers & Israel’s national anthem, Hatikvah.
Sure hope you are all keeping safe, healthy and calm
during this challenging global pandemic.
Social distancing will not get in the way of our learning
about the Treasure of Judaism.
Join our Virtual Classroom via ZOOM, at our regular
class times: 4:30 pm Wednesdays; 10:00 am on Shabbat.

Click the email link to join us...
Meeting ID: 977-014-2663
If you are having problems joining the Virtual Classroom
please do ring me up at 949-683-918

Neal Linson Volunteer Educator
PLEASE LET US KNOW

In the event of an illness or another reason that you feel
requires the Rabbi’s attention, please call 949.830.0470

HELP BUILD OUR FUTURE

An easy way is to make a charitable gift through your
will. Simply use these words in drafting your will: “I
give and bequeath unto Temple Judea, a
nonprofit corporation, that is recognized as
exempt from tax under Section 501(c)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code, ID# 95-2503535
the sum of $____ to be used for general
purposes.” If you don’t wish to specify an amount,
you may wish to state the amount as a percentage of
your estate. Your assets remain in your control during
your lifetime and you’re able to modify your bequest
should circumstances change. Please let us know if
we can be of assistance to you or your advisors.

SHMOOZE with Rabbi Dennis

WEEKLY CURRENT EVENT DIGEST
Thought provoking ideas & articles
Click the email link to join us...

578 East San Bernardino Road
Covina, California 91723

Eric
Eric Rothman
Rothman FDR
FDR 810
810
Sandra
B.
Fine
FDR
Sandra B. Fine FDR 1502
1502
Sandra B. Fine FDR1502

To include a Personal Message in our monthly Bulletin,
EMAIL your message (up to 20 words) & send a $15 donation
to our Office before the 10th. (Up to 30 words ~ $25)

Thank you to the congregation for the good
wishes, get-well cards, and prayers. George is still
recovering but doing very well.
Janis & George Schnitzer
Thank you to my temple friends for your
donations to Temple for my birthday.
Lisse Wukelich
Thank you for your calls, get-well cards &
prayers during my recent surgery. I appreciate it!
Sam & Rita Bidner
Thank you so much for your support,
condolences, tributes, cards, calls and attendance
at the Zoom shiva Minyan in memory of my
sister, Cheryl Tessler. With much gratitude,
Sandy Shapiro

MOVING ON

The Bereavement group led by Fran Chalin meets at
Temple Judea on Mondays at 10 a.m. The group
provides the opportunity to share experiences, hear how
others deal with grief, receive support and discover ways
to cope with feelings of sadness and loss.
There’s no fee; pre-registration is required.
To register, call Cantor Fran Chalin at 714.921.2273

HELP TEMPLE JUDEA

Link your Ralph’s rewards card to TEMPLE JUDEA
and a portion of what you spend will be donated
to support our community. Ralph’s will donate 1
to 4% of your purchases, up to $150 per month.
Follow these steps:
 Visit www.ralphs.com
 If you have not previously registered your
rewards card online, click "Register" on the
upper right & follow the instructions.
 If you have registered your rewards card
online, click "Sign In" on upper right; enter
your email address and password.
 Once you are signed in your account, click
"My Account" on the upper right to visit your
"Account Summary" page.
 Scroll to the bottom of page & click "Enroll"
under the "Community Rewards" section.
 When prompted to search for organization,
type in "Temple Judea"
 When listing for Temple Judea on Moulton
Pkwy #81537 appears, click the circle to the
left of our name.
 Then click the "Enroll" button.
Please enroll today www.ralphs.com
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Sisterhood News
Sisterhood Sponsors

FLOWERS / CAKE / KIDDUSH - Erev Shabbat & Shabbat

Your NEXT simcha occasion sponsored here!

Greetings from OUR Gift Shop
Your one stop for everything Jewish

Tallit, Kippot, jewelry, See’s Candy certificates
Hours: By Appointment
Gift Shop Maven: Sandy Meyers 949.786.2097

Sisterhood Happenings
Our gift shop is open by appointment/call
Sandy at 949 701 2376. Also, the gift shop will
be open again when the Men’s Club/Sisterhood
Breakfast Clubs restart on the first Wednesday
of each month. Come by & SHOP!
Sincerely,
Sandy Meyers, President
HELP SISTERHOOD - CONTRIBUTE TO:
 Oneg Shabbat Fund - Friday nights
 Oneg Cake Sponsor for your simcha
 Attend a theater or trip event
 Buy self-write Tribute Cards (5 for $8)
**************************

SISTERHOOD
THEATER EVENTS
Once this pandemic has passed
Then plan to Enjoy!

BLESSING FOR THOSE IN NEED OF HEALING
May the One who blessed our ancestors Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel,
and Leah bless and heal all those who are ill.
As those who came before us were blessed in the presence of communities that sustained
them, so we too pray for those among us that are in need of healing and those around the
world who have no one to pray on their behalf for healing.
Send them comfort and relief speedily in our days and grant them a complete healing of
body, mind, and spirit. Guard them beneath the wings of your Shehinah.
Blessed are you, Source of Life, who helps us to bring light where there is darkness, healing
where there is brokenness, and peace to all of the earth's inhabitants.
And let us say Amen.

Leave a Lasting Legacy - Remember Temple Judea

Please follow our members, Terry Walowitz, and Claire and Meyer Yourman, as great
examples of estate planning with their generous gifts made to Temple Judea. Make an
investment in Temple Judea through your 401(k), IRA or other retirement plans. You
can simply designate Temple Judea as a beneficiary of your retirement plan. You can
help ensure Temple Judea’s future by donating a bequest, gift annuity and/or insurance
policy. If you or your advisors have questions, please contact us. Help continue our
future as a center of Jewish life for your community.
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OUTREACH LIAISON
At this time of staying at home, Rita and I have been doing our best to call and check-in on the members of our
community. We like to hear your voices and hope that we are a welcome interruption in your day. If you need
anything, please call and let us know if we can help arrange it.
Hearing your ‘smiling’ voices gives us a lift as well. How much TV can we watch? When we know the TV ads and
commercials by heart and can sing the advertising melodies then we know it’s too much screen time. So it’s good
talking with you. Stay safe and healthy.
Please call the Temple office with information: name and phone number of the person to be contacted and please give
us your name as well. We feel that this is our spiritual home and the spiritual health of all our members matters to us.
We welcome your help. Please let us know if you would volunteer to help with phone calls.
Sincerely,

Ro Probolsky & Rita Frazer

Tree of Life

Acorns and Gold Leaves are available for purchase
to celebrate a special Simcha. Add to our Tree of Life
as a permanent dedication to meaningful events in
your life
949.830.0470

REACH OUT BY PHONE
or CARD
and TOUCH SOMEONE!

Leaves ~ $275 minimum
Acorns ~ $500 minimum

Both they and you will be glad you did!

MEMORIAL PLAQUES

Seat dedication plaques are available for $500
949.830.0470

Consider honoring your loved ones
now... before prices increase
Memorial Plaque with light - three lines - $375
Large Plaque without a light - $800
Plaque in Sanctuary - $1,000
949.830.0470

CEMETERY PLOTS

Waitlist for plots available
PACIFIC VIEW MEMORIAL PARK
Add your name to the waitlist if you are interested...

949.830.0470
VILLA VALENCIA FIVE-STAR SENIOR LIVING
INDEPENDENT / ASSISTED LIVING / SKILLED NURSING

Five Star Quality Care
24552 Paseo de Valencia
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Your loved one will receive the
ultimate in comfortable living
arrangements and personalized
care. Call today to schedule
your personal tour and receive
a free gift at 949-581-6111.

Sanctuary Seat Plaques

More Men’s Club Humor by Arnold Miller
Three good friends, Moe, Larry and Curly are having a
delicious lunch together at a fine restaurant when Larry turns
to his buddies with a big frown on his face and says, “Shame
on us; we are all very overweight and will probably die at an
early age.”
Moe, the practical one, says “No problem; we’ll join a gym,
exercise daily and go on a diet.” They all agree.
Five years later they are at Curly’s wonderful birthday party.
It is magnificent with the finest food and drinks. As they are
about to begin the meal, Larry orders the waiter to take the
food back and bring three salads and three glasses of seltzer.
Many, many years pass during which each of the friends have
excellent lives - with much joy and nachas. One day while
the three are driving to the gym - their car gets hit by a big
truck and sadly, they are all killed.
The next day, Moe suddenly sees a bright light and G-d’s
friendly voice calls to him, “Greetings, you are now in
Heaven. Say hello to your friends, Larry and Curly. Walk
around and explore.” The three best friends hug each other
and then enter the magnificent dining room.
Moe and Curly pile their plates high while Larry has another
big frown on his face and says to his pals, “If Moe hadn’t
enrolled us in a gym and put us on a diet, we would have been
here 50 years ago.”
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STORYTIME - Volume Two (As a reminder, these are true
(or semi-true) tales about people you probably know.)
In a galaxy far, far away … but not too long ago, there lived a
beautiful young woman, who we will call Sandy.
Sandy was a very talented singer and lived in a place called
Philly. One day, Joe Thompson, the head of the local Chamber
of Commerce approached her and said “I witnessed your
singing and dancing and you have a reputation for also being a
wonderful actress. We have been invited to recommend one
woman for a casting call for the starring role in a new
Broadway show and I choose you. We will pay for your trip to
New York, put you up in a nice hotel for the weekend, give you
$1,000, and I will allow you to select any dress from my
clothing store. You will be competing against 50 other women,
but remember, Philly is behind you.”
Sandy was flattered, but a little intimidated. As an avid lover of
Broadway musicals, she had read much about this upcoming
show – it was to be managed by the hottest director and
producer team in New York and funded by the leading
theatrical backer in the World. Her first reaction was to say no
thank you but she knew the show was a musical biography of
Fanny Brice, a nice Jewish girl just like her. Sandy took a deep
breath, looked Joe right in the eyes, smiled and said “It would
be my privilege to represent Philly, thank you.”
The casting call took place in the largest theater on Broadway
where the show would actually take place. A very sophisticated
sound studio was built on the stage and the competitors each
sang two songs. The best five singers were selected. To her
total amazement, Sandy was one of them. In the next round, the
girls sang another song, danced, and read lines from the play.
The short list was reduced from five to two, Sandy was one of
the two. In the final round, each participant sang the musical’s
showpiece song. Sandy did not win.
In the dressing room, a thoroughly exhausted Sandy packed her
beautiful new dress and prepared to return to her hotel. She was
certainly disappointed, but very proud of the way she
performed. A huge, immaculately dressed man knocked at the
door. When he entered, he simply said “Mr. S would like to
speak to you, please follow me.”
Afraid to say no, Sandy followed the giant to the last row in the
theater. The perfectly groomed gentleman seated all by himself
had the bluest eyes she had ever seen.
“Hi doll. You were robbed. Just because someone can sing the
loudest doesn’t mean she can sing the best. That ditzy girl can’t
even spell her own name. Barbra, who spells their name like
that?”
Sandy was speechless as she stared at her idol, Frank Sinatra.
He continued, “I’m here to try out some new songs. Will you
sing a couple of duets with me?” All Sandy could do was nod
her head yes.
Immediately upon returning to Philly, Joe Thompson visited
Sandy. He gushed about how proud he was of her performance
and the pride she brought to her home town. He also gave her
$5,000. Over the years, as she focused on her family, Sandy
has performed in the choir of her synagogues. If you are a
REALLY close friend, she may play her most prized possession
for you, the master tape of her recording session with Sinatra.

Arnold Miller for Marvin Mandel, President
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BREAKFAST CLUB
Post-coronavirus
will resume on the
First
Wednesday
of each month
10 AM - Bendat Social Hall

Ladies & Guests always welcome!

Breakfast donation: $5.00

DONATE YOUR CAR
We thank you in advance for your donated car.
Cars donated to Temple Judea are a great help to us.
If you know of a car needing a new home, call
Norm Kingston 949.679.2216. We will do the rest.
The proceeds of the sale from your generosity
BENEFIT our Temple and help build our future.

South County Outreach Food Pantry
VOLUNTEERS needed as well !!
Most-needed food items: Peanut butter, Jelly,
Canned fruit, Canned tuna,
Pasta, Pasta sauce,
Oatmeal, Cereal, Juice
Bagged beans, Bagged rice
Thank you for your donations. They are appreciated.

SAVE on Your Personal 2020 Tax Bill
Make a gift from your IRA before 12/31/2020 to support
Temple Judea, you benefit::
1. Gifts made from your IRA (up to $100,000)
are not reportable as taxable income.
2. Gifts qualify for the required minimum distribution (RMD)
which can lower your taxes.
Contact your IRA manager, request transfer to Temple Judea.
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Congratulations August Birthdays
7
Shelly Gorenstein
20
Celia Markovitz
22
Janis Schnitzer

23
Henry Wengier
24
Michele Dorris
26
Richard Dorenstreich

30
Richard Merkatz

Congratulations August Anniversaries
4
Richard & Frances Mandelsohn
9
Richard & Debbie Dorenstreich

21
Charles & Shelly Gorenstein
30
Herb Sier & Susan Flignor

PERSONALIZED ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CARDS

$10 Remember dear ones on birthdays, anniversaries, memorials & life cycle occasions $10

RELIGIOUS COMMITTEE
As you shop for Jewish New Year’s cards, which are conveniently available in the Temple Judea
gift shop by appointment only, here is a historical perspective of Rosh Hashanah.
The origins of Rosh Hashanah are found in the bible. The Book of Leviticus declares “In the
seventh month (Tishrei), on the first day of the month, you shall observe a day of rest, a memorial proclaimed with the blowing of the shofar, a holy convocation. ” The name “Rosh Hashanah” is not used in the bible to discuss this holiday. The bible refers to this holiday as Yom
HaZikkaron (the day of remembrance) or Yom T’ruah (the day of the sounding of the shofar).
In ancient times, there were four different New Years on the Jewish calendar; each had a distinct significance:
 The first of the Hebrew month of Nisan was the date used to calculate the number of years a given king
had reigned.
 The first of the Hebrew month of Elul was the new year for tithing of cattle.
 The first of the Hebrew month of Tishrei was the agricultural new year.
th
 The 15 of the Hebrew month of Sh’vat was the new year of the trees.
In 586 BCE Solomon’s Temple (the First Temple) was destroyed and the Jews were exiled from Jerusalem
to Babylon. The Babylonians observed a “Day of Judgment” each year. They believed that on that day a
convocation of the gods renewed the world and judged each human being, inscribing the fate of every individual on the tablet of destiny. This legend was very powerful and Jews most likely incorporated this theme
into the belief that on Rosh Hashanah the one true God judges every Jew - immediately inscribing the completely righteous in the Book of Life and consigning the completely wicked to a sad fate. Those “in between” have 10 days (concluding on Yom Kippur) to repent before the Book of Life is sealed for the New
Year.
It was not until about year 200 of the common era that the holiday acquired the name Rosh Hashanah when
this terminology first appeared in the Mishnah, the earliest written Jewish code of law.
It is not too early to wish you and your family a healthy, happy and prosperous New Year. - Stay safe.

Sandy Shapiro
Co– Chair

Arnold Miller
Co-Chair
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Men’s Club Humor by Arnold Miller
My coronavirus quarantine diary:
Day 1
6:00 AM: I have stocked up enough nonperishable food and supplies to last me for
months, maybe even a year or two. I can
remain in total isolation from all people for
as long as it takes to ride out this pandemic.
6:30 AM: I am in Kr ispy Kreme because…
I want a fresh donut.

Temple Judea
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Tisha B’Av: Jews and Aspen by Sam Glaser

I am writing this on a long, lazy Tisha B’Av afternoon. The sky
is brilliant blue and a gentle breeze is beckoning me outside to
get on my bike. No, not today. I must conserve my energy. At
my synagogue, we have undertaken a dramatic journey using
prayer, compelling speakers and the chanting of Kinnot, the
anguished, eyewitness poetry of Jewish suffering through the
ages. We sit on the floor wearing wrinkled clothing and simple,
non-leather shoes. We acknowledge each other with a stare,
recognizing this day is not about camaraderie; it’s about
alienation and exile, death and mourning, dashed hopes and
bitter tears. Tisha B’Av was once a universally observed
commemoration of disasters befalling the Jewish People.
Nowadays, the fast is undertaken by perhaps 10% of the tribe.
That in itself is reason to mourn.
The Jewish People create their own simcha (joy) and tzuris
(pain). Our foes are often generated through karma of our own
manufacture. The Talmud recounts the origin of archenemy
Amalek, who wreaked so much suffering on our nation
throughout the ages. Our patriarch Yitzchak’s eldest son was
Esav, twin brother of Yaakov. Esav’s son was Eliphaz, and
Eliphaz’s concubine, Timna, was a princess who wanted to
convert to Judaism. She presented her case to a beit din (Jewish
court) formed by the three patriarchs who all happened to be
alive at the time. When they rejected her, she chose to remain
with Eliphaz, stating, “Better to be a maidservant to this nation
than a leader in another.” Their offspring is Amalek, an
individual who was hell-bent on avenging the alleged
disrespect shown to his mother and grandfather. This hatred of
the Jewish People was handed down through the generations,
eventually leading to the tribe of Amalek’s brazen attack on
Israel when we left Egypt. Amalek surfaces again in the near
genocide concocted by tribesman Haman in the Purim story.
The spiritual heir of Amalek is the force of weakness crippling
our national resolve. It is the voice that chides us: it’s all
random, God doesn’t really care, God is too busy to hear our
prayers. The gematria of Amalek is the same as the word safek,
doubt. When Moshe sends the spies to research the Land of
Israel before the conquest, it is the influence of Amalek which
erodes their confidence and instills panic. Thanks to this error
in judgment and lack of faith in the Almighty’s redemptive
ability, God decrees that the generation will wander for forty
years and die in the desert. Since we cried over nothing when
the spies returned, God presents the anniversary of this incident
as a day for tears throughout history. The impetus for tears
becomes quite real in future generations: not only were our two
Temples destroyed on this infamous date, but it also
corresponds with a freakish collection of calamities befalling
us throughout history. In other words, we created Tisha B’av,
and we’re still fasting three thousand years later.
My first Tisha B’Av memory took place at Camp Ramah, just
outside Santa Barbara, California during the summer after third
grade. I was a precocious seven-year-old in edah aleph (group
one, the youngest class of campers), enamored of my
bunkmates and a natural at the Israeli ball game of gaga. Our
edah worked together to fashion a beautiful outdoor beit
k’nesset (synagogue) beneath a sprawling oak tree with custom
painted benches and our artwork hanging from the aron
hakodesh (holy ark for the Torah). One fateful morning, we
awoke to find someone had upended our precious prayer space.
The aron was on its side, benches strewn about, our works of
art scattered on the ground. I was shocked to the core. Who
could do such a thing? Then our counselors explained the
destruction in Jerusalem transpiring three millennia earlier on
that very day. This re-creation of the tragic events of the past
created an indelible memory and allowed our bunk to bond
during the rebuilding process.
Continued on next page
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO OUR TEMPLE
Week ending 6/19
ANNIVERSARIES:
Steve & Sharon Chase honored by Sima and Rabbi Dennis
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In the summer of 2014, the war with Hamas in Gaza
corresponded with the Three Weeks. It did wonders for
Jewish unity. Among Israelis, there was 95% agreement
of the justice of our acts of self-defense, in a country
that can’t agree on anything. The same unanimity of
purpose swept the Diaspora. This galvanization of the
MEMORIALS:
Jewish spirit began when we were praying for the wellJean Janowsky in memory of her sister Laura Kaplan
being of three kidnapped teenagers, Naftali Fraenkel,
Bill & Sue Roen in memory of his mother Betty Roen
Gil-Ad Shaer and Eyal Yifrah. As the atrocity of their
Howard & Denise Leiter in memory of his mother Barbara Leiter
senseless death spiraled into war, Jews remained united
Herb Sier & Susan Flignor in memory of his mother Dorothy Sier
in their revulsion of the unmitigated evil of Hamas and
Roberta Hope in memory of her uncle Nathaniel Ratner
the need to be rid of the menace of their arsenal of
Richard Merkatz in memory of his father Melvin Merkatz
rockets and terror tunnels. As we went from ceasefire to
ceasefire, we stood together in prayer for a peaceful,
SHABBAT KIDDUSH LUNCH FUND:
lasting resolution. May we always remain in such a holy
Dara Linson honored on her birthday by Celia Markovitz
state of achdut, unity.
Suzanne Model honored on her birthday by Rita Frazer
The Jewish People are connected more profoundly than
Dara Linson honored on her birthday by Sandy Shapiro
any of us realize. In many ways we’re like the aspen,
Dara Linson honored on her birthday by Terry Walowitz
one of the largest organisms on earth, famous for
decorating mountain ranges with brilliant autumnal
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND:
radiance. Aspen groves are not collections of disparate
Noel & Janet Schachner thanking Rabbi
entities. They are typically distinct expressions of a
for his extra efforts during this corona-virus time single subterranean root system, sometimes stretching
As I am moving to another community,
over a hundred feet from the parent tree. Deciduous
thank you TJ for being so welcoming by Gentle Rancourt aspens occupy a precarious niche in a coniferous forest,
swelling their collective sunshine-yellow glory
Week ending 6/26
wherever the colony can obtain enough light. Similarly,
MEMORIALS:
the Jewish People are an interconnected family
Toni Sherman in memory of her aunt Eve Blake
weathering the storms of history, shining the light of
Elaine Gold in memory of her mother Bess Gold
peace, love and innovation into the world whenever
Linda Covette in memory of her uncle Hugo Mandl
given the chance. The fires of the destruction of
Mark & Ruth Balter in memory of his uncle Frank Fein
Jerusalem, European pogroms or the Holocaust may
Laura Lamden in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro rage but they cannot extinguish the spark animating the
collective Jewish soul. We all feel the pain of our
SHABBAT KIDDUSH LUNCH FUND:
fellow Jew because in essence we are one entity.
Our enemy has had many names over the years: Radical
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Celia Markovitz
Islamists, Nazis, Cossacks, Romans…it doesn’t matter.
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Marvin Mandel
Anti-Semitism is a convoluted and an irrational force of
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Terry Walowitz
evil, but potent nonetheless. Our little nation is
Elaine Gold in memory of her mother Bess Gold
perpetually under siege. We are surrounded by
Roz Flicker honored on her birthday by Terry Walowitz
bloodthirsty enemies with values incomprehensible to
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Laura Lamden
those with a Judeo-Christian weltanschauung
(worldview). Rabbi Noah Weinberg used to say, “If you
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND:
don’t know what you’re willing to die for, you haven’t
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Rita Frazer
begun to live.” For what are we willing to lay down our
Helen Goodman honored on her 100th birthday by Terry Walowitz
lives? Our children, our country, the Jewish People? So
Rita Frazer in memory of Bea Mirman, widow of Irving Mirman
LIVE for them!
Good health, strength & recovery to Sam Bidner by Rita Frazer
Tisha B’Av is hard on even the hardiest individuals. As
it is said, “Society is only three meals away from
NEW MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT FUND:
anarchy.” In the waning hours of the holiday, everyone
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Sandy Shapiro
is disheveled and drained. Jewish law stipulates we
Terry Walowitz honored on her birthday by Michele Dorris
cannot don tallis and tefillin until the sun is about to set,
having been denied the glory of these crowns earlier in
Lauren Heitner honored on her birthday by Michele Dorris
the day. We lumber into a Mincha minyan where we are
Dara Linson honored on her birthday Michele Dorris
comforted by the words of divine forgiveness in the
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Michele Dorris
Michele Dorris in memory of Bea Mirman, widow of Irving Mirman Torah reading, which depicts the aftermath of the sin of
Sandi Bothwick in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro the Golden Calf. Then in the Haftorah, the prophet
Isaiah proclaims: “For you shall go out with joy, and be
led forth with peace; the mountains and the hills shall
TORAH MAINTENANCE FUND:
break forth before you into singing, and all the trees of
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Sandy Meyers
the field shall clap their hands.” Even when all seems
Sandy Meyers in memory of her husband Bob Meyers
lost, God is with us, guiding us and giving us hope.
Jean Janowsky/Ann & Sam in memory of
Even on this most mournful day, we must serve God
Bea Mirman, widow of Irving Mirman with joy. We then utter the Amidah and special
Jean Janowsky in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro insertions with an intensity only possible when ravenous
Jean Janowsky in memory of Robert Hill, husband of Lynn Hill
and parched, poignantly aware of one’s mortality.
Continued on next page
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Week ending 7/3

MEMORIALS:
Roberta Hope in memory of her husband Patrick Hope
Donna Simon in memory of her mother Rosa Zimbler
David Albert in memory of his wife Helen Albert
Howard Lieberman in memory of his grandmother Kate Grossman
Howard Lieberman in memory of his grandfather Max Grossman
George & Janis Schnitzer in memory of her mother Charlotte Snyder
George & Janis Schnitzer in memory of her father Norman Snyder
Marilyn Edwards in memory of her father Lawrence Klein
SHABBAT KIDDUSH LUNCH FUND:
Terry Walowitz in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
Sally Fleishman honored on her birthday by Terry Walowitz
Eleanor Starr honored on her birthday by Sandy Shapiro
Rita Feblowicz honored on her birthday by Sandy Shapiro
Rita Feblowicz honored on her birthday by Eva & Hugh Toczek
Rita Feblowicz honored on her birthday by Rita Frazer
Rita Frazer in memory of Bea Mirman, widow of Irving Mirman
Health, strength, recovery to Sam Bidner from Rita Frazer
Fran Frazer & Mayer Gusik honored on their anniversary by Rita Frazer
Rita Frazer/Fran Frazer/Mayer Gusik in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND:
Health, strength, recovery to Rhea Goot by Terry Walowitz
Health, strength, recovery to Sam Bidner by Sandy Shapiro
Health, strength, recovery to Sherman Rosenblum by Sandy Shapiro
Health, strength, recovery to Norman Kingston by Sandy Shapiro
Evelyn Gaynor in memory of Bea Mirman, widow of Irving Mirman
George & Janis Schnitzer in memory of Tziona Levy, sister of Rebbetzen Sima
Tisha B’Av is the saddest day of the year for those
George & Janis Schnitzer thanking Rabbi Dennis for his concern & his prayers
steeped in the Joy of Judaism. Our collective primal
NEW MEMBERSHIP SUPPORT FUND:
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Sandi Bothwick
scream echoes throughout history like rolling
Lisse Wukelich honored on her birthday by Rochelle Arlow
thunder from the original lightning bolt of
TORAH MAINTENANCE FUND:
destruction, the obliteration of our faith by the spies
Sue & Jerry Hoffman in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
in the desert. Even at the nadir of our joy
Terry Walowitz honored on her birthday by George & Janis Schnitzer
continuum, there is a kernel of hope. By the end of
George & Janis Schnitzer in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
the fast we teeter on shaky legs, ashen faced and
Noel & Janet Schachner in memory of Bob Meyers, husband of Sandy Meyers
cotton-mouthed. Finally, at the conclusion of
Noel & Janet Schachner in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
Ma’ariv services we drink delicious gulps of water
Jean Selner in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
and step outside the synagogue to celebrate the end
Michele Dorris in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
Fran Frazer & Mayer Gusik honored on their anniversary by Sandy Shapiro
of the three-week mourning period with Kiddush
Marla & Barry Jacobs honored on their anniversary by Sandy Shapiro
Levana (Blessing the New Moon), dancing together
George & Janis Schnitzer honored on their anniversary by Sandy Shapiro
in the darkness.
Sandy Meyers in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
When writing this article, I did an online search for
Health, strength, recovery to Laura Lamden by Sandy Meyers
“aspen tree poetry” and discovered a lovely poem
Health, strength, recovery to Jeannie Weiss by Sandy Meyers

Week ending 7/10

MEMORIALS:
Carol Ann Svetcov in memory of her father Jack Lipman
Roberta Hope in memory of her grandfather Benjamin Ratner
Jonathan Weitz in memory of his mother Margaret Weitz
Arnie Adler in memory of his step-father George Schoenhertz
Marla & Barry Jacobs in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
Claire & Meyer Yourman in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
SHABBAT KIDDUSH LUNCH FUND:
Henry & Joyce Moser honored on their anniversary by Rita Frazer
Marla & Barry Jacobs honored on their anniversary by Celia Markovitz
Henry & Joyce Moser honored on their anniversary by Celia Markovitz
Fran Frazer & Mayer Gusik honored on their anniversary by Claire & Meyer Yourman
Rita Feblowicz honored on her birthday by Claire & Meyer Yourman
Fran Frazer & Mayer Gusik honored on their anniversary by Terry Walowitz
Marla & Barry Jacobs honored on their anniversary by Terry Walowitz
George & Janis Schnitzer honored on their anniversary by Terry Walowitz
Henry & Joyce Moser honored on their anniversary by Terry Walowitz
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND:
Alan Cohen & James Femino in memory of Bea Mirman, widow of Irving Mirman
Gail Edenson in memory of Bea Mirman, widow of Irving Mirman
TORAH MAINTENANCE FUND:
Henry & Joyce Moser honored on their anniversary by Sandy Shapiro
In honor of Rabbi Dennis & Sima & all they do by Terry Walowitz
Michele Dorris in memory of Cheryl Tessler, sister of Sandy Shapiro
Fran Frazer & Mayer Gusik honored on their anniversary by Michele Dorris
Marla & Barry Jacobs honored on their anniversary by Michele Dorris
Health, strength, recovery to Sam Bidner by Jean Janowsky
Health, strength, recovery to Norman Kingston by Jean Janowsky
Health, strength, recovery to Laura Lamden by Jean Janowsky
Rita Feblowicz honored on her birthday by Sandy Meyers
Fran Frazer & Mayer Gusik honored on their anniversary by Sandy Meyers
Henry & Joyce Moser honored on their anniversary by Sandy Meyers
Sandy Meyers in memory of Susan Roker

by Monica Sharman. I was amazed to see that the
biblical passage she quoted was the aforementioned
verse from the fast day reading.
Clapping Aspen
In the rising wind of a coming dust storm
a mini-stand of aspen planted between
the heron pond and the stucco home
made some noise; they say it’s
“quaking.” But that name makes one
think of timid fear. Listen like
a musician, with the psalter’s ear,
and hear, instead, the sound of applause:
For you shall go out in joy
and be led forth in peace;
the mountains and the hills before you
shall break forth into singing,
and all the trees of the field
shall clap their hands.
(Isaiah 55:12)
May we continue to dance together like aspen trees
shimmering in a gentle alpine breeze. May our
unity be as self-evident as the aspen’s subterranean
inter-connectedness. May our miraculous survival
mimic that of the age-old grove of this hearty
species, with roots so deeply intertwined it can
withstand the heat of any conflagration. May we
bring life, love, peace and the awareness of the
Creator to all nations.
Sam Glaser is a per for mer , composer , pr oducer
and author in Los Angeles. Visit him online at
www.samglaser.com.
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